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Beijing urges US to stop ‘demonising’
We urge US to change its highly misguided mindset
BEIJING: Rancour marked the start of today’s talks
between Beijing and the highest-level US envoy to visit
under President Joe Biden’s administration, as Beijing
urged Washington to stop “demonising” China while the
US made a “forceful” case against China’s human rights
violations.

Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman’s visit to
the northern city of Tianjin is the first major meeting
between the world’s leading economies since March
discussions in Anchorage between the countries’ top
diplomats collapsed into mudslinging. The preamble to
Sherman’s trip said she aimed to seek “guardrails” as
ties deteriorate on a range of issues from cybersecurity
and tech supremacy to human rights in Hong Kong and
Xinjiang. But the tone was set early in the day in state-
ments published by Beijing.

“The hope may be that by demonising China, the US
could somehow... blame China for its own structural
problems,” Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Xie Feng told
Sherman, in a readout issued by China’s foreign ministry
early yesterday. “We urge the United States to change
its highly misguided mindset and dangerous policy,” the
statement quoted Xie as saying, adding that
Washington views China as an “imagined enemy”.

He claimed that Chinese people view the United
States’ “adversarial rhetoric as a thinly veiled attempt to
contain and suppress China”, in comments reminiscent
of the fiery exchange between Washington and Beijing’s
top diplomats Antony Blinken and Yang Jiechi in Alaska
in March. Sherman tweeted yesterday that she “spoke
about the United States’ commitment to healthy compe-
tition, protecting human rights and democratic values”
with Foreign Minister Wang Yi.

The US State Department said Sherman had raised
various concerns about China’s violations of human
rights in Hong Kong, Xinjiang and Tibet. “The Deputy
Secretary and State Councilor Wang had a frank and
open discussion about a range of issues, demonstrating
the importance of maintaining open lines of communi-
cation between our two countries,” the State
Department said in a readout.

“They discussed ways to set terms for responsible
management of the US-China relationship.” Unlike Xie’s
characterisation of the talks, US officials told reporters
Monday that the “candid” discussion was “professional”
and “direct”, despite no specific outcomes achieved.

“The Deputy Secretary was very forceful in making
the Chinese understand the factual information we had

to support what we were talking about,” US officials
said, adding that Sherman had been “brutally honest” at
times on issues such as China’s alleged cyberhacking.

“We’re looking for constructive ways to move for-
ward on some of these issues... I don’t think we were
expecting any major breakthroughs.”

The US side also raised media freedoms, as well as
China’s military actions in the Taiwan Strait and its
claims in the South China Sea, according to the readout.

Beijing issued an exhaustive list of demands to the
US, which included lifting sanctions on Chinese officials
and visa restrictions on Chinese students as well as
stopping the “suppression” of Chinese firms, foreign
ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian later told reporters.

Calls for a renewed probe into the origins of the
coronavirus must end, Zhao added, in a sweeping warn-
ing to “stop stepping on red lines”.

The visit is widely viewed as a preparatory step for
an eventual meeting between Biden and Chinese
President Xi Jinping, as US-China ties continue their
freefall with little sign of improvement.

Rocky start 
A day before Sherman landed in China, Wang vowed

to “teach the US a lesson” in treating other countries
equally, foreshadowing a rocky start to talks.

“China will not accept any country’s self-pro-
claimed superiority,” he was quoted as saying in a for-
eign ministry statement Saturday.

John Kerry, the former secretary of state turned US
climate envoy, is the only other senior official from the
Biden administration to have visited China.

The two sides pledged to cooperate on climate
change, despite their numerous differences. Biden has
largely kept the hawkish stance on China of his prede-
cessor Donald Trump as Washington has sought to
build a united front of democratic allies against Beijing.

Last week, China and the United States traded
sanctions over Beijing’s repression of freedoms in Hong
Kong, in the latest round of an ongoing tit-for-tat saga
that has targeted individuals including former US com-
merce secretary Wilbur Ross.

Washington last week issued an advisory warning to
businesses operating in Hong Kong over the city’s
deteriorating autonomy. The United States also rallied
allies including NATO for a rare joint condemnation
last week of alleged large-scale cyberattacks from
China. —AFP

ULAANBAATAR: Wendy Sherman (L), US Deputy Secretary of State, poses for pictures with Chinbat Nomin, Mongolian Minister of Culture at the Choijin Lama Temple Museum in Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia on July 24, 2021, during her visit to
Mongolia from July 23 to 25. —AFP

Crisis-hit Lebanon 
picks billionare Najib 
Mikati as next PM 
BEIRUT: Lebanese lawmakers yesterday tasked ex-pre-
mier and billionaire Najib Mikati with forming a govern-
ment and ending one year of political deadlock that has
crippled the economy. Mikati, seen by many as a symbol
of Lebanon’s corrupt oligarchy, will pick up where Saad
Hariri left off earlier this month, after failing to broker a
deal despite intense international pressure.

A new government would face the daunting task of
steering Lebanon through one of the worst phases in its
history, and to polls slated for next year amid unprece-
dented popular distrust. Mikati, a 65-year-old telecom
mogul who was last in power in 2014, is the third PM-
designate to be named since the caretaker government of
Hassan Diab resigned in the wake of last August’s mon-
ster port blast. He clinched more than 72 endorsements,
with only one lawmaker voting in favour of veteran diplo-
mat Nawaf Salam, according to the official National
News Agency. A total of 42 lawmakers, including mem-
bers of the president’s Free Patriotic Movement,
abstained from endorsing any candidate, NNA said.

Top parliamentary blocs, including Hariri’s Future
Movement and the powerful Shiite movement Hezbollah,
named Mikati as their pick. Mikati will now have to start
consultations with the president and political factions to
set a cabinet lineup, while Diab stays on in a caretaker
capacity. It could take months before an actual govern-
ment is formed, but crisis-hit Lebanon, grappling with
soaring poverty, a plummeting currency and shortages of
basic items from medicine to fuel, can ill afford any
delays.

‘Magic wand’ 
Speaking to reporters after a meeting with Aoun,

Mikati called his designation a “difficult step”, appealing
for the Lebanese people to support him. “If I didn’t have
the necessary guarantees from external powers... I would
not have taken on” the job, he said, referring to foreign
backing. “I don’t have a magic wand and, alone, I can’t
make miracles happen,” he said.

“Whomever has solutions should bring them to the
table.” Mikati, who started a career in politics in 1998, is
considered to be Lebanon’s richest man and one of the
wealthiest in the Middle East, with a net worth of $2.7 bil-
lion according to Forbes.

Many in Lebanon consider the businessman as

emblematic of a corrupt ruling class targeted by a 2019
protest movement. A native of second city Tripoli, he is
suspected of illicit enrichment in 2019, and lacks a wide
popular base even in his hometown, which is Lebanon’s
poorest. On the eve of consultations, dozens of protesters
gathered outside Mikati’s Beirut home, accusing him of
corruption and cronyism. But Lebanon’s bickering politi-
cians view Mikati as a consensus candidate who could be
capable of easing a political impasse that has stymied
efforts towards forming a government.

Following Mikati’s designation, the Lebanese pound,
officially pegged to the dollar at 1,507, gained some of its
black market value after dropping to record lows in mid-
July. It sold for less than 17,000 to the greenback yester-
day, up from more than 20,000 last week.

International aid 
Donors led by former colonial power France have

pledged millions of dollars in humanitarian aid, but condi-
tioned it on Lebanon installing a government capable of
tackling corruption. But even as international pressure
mounted, with threats of European Union sanctions
against them, Lebanese politicians have failed to make
any serious progress.

France this month said it would host an aid conference
on August 4 to “respond to the needs of the Lebanese,
whose situation is deteriorating every day”. The date of
the conference coincides with the first anniversary of the
port blast that killed more than 200 people, and which is
widely blamed on decades of negligence by the country’s
ruling class. —AFP

BAABDA: A handout picture provided by the Lebanese
photo agency Dalati and Nohra shows Lebanon’s
Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri (L) and President Michel
Aoun (C) meeting with two-time premier Najib Mikati at
the presidential palace in Baabda, east of the capital
Beirut yesterday. —AFP

World reacts to 
Tunisia’s turmoil
TUNIS: Tunisian President Kais Saied’s decision to sus-
pend parliament and dimiss his prime minister sparked
protests at home where the biggest political party
decried it as a “coup”. Foreign governments also voiced
concern. Here are some reactions from countries around
the world to Sunday’s shock announcement.

Turkey 
The foreign ministry said it was “deeply concerned”

by the latest development in Tunisia and called for the
restoration of “democratic legitimacy”. “The preservation
of Tunisia’s democratic achievements, which is a success
story in terms of the democratic process conducted in
line with the expectations of people in the region, is of
great importance for the region as well as for Tunisia,” the
ministry said.

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s spokesman,
Ibrahim Kalin, tweeted: “We reject the suspension of the
democratic process and the disregard of the people’s
democratic will in friendly and brotherly Tunisia. “We
condemn initiatives that lack constitutional legitimacy and
public support. We believe Tunisia democracy will
emerge stronger from this process.”

Germany 
A spokeswoman for the foreign ministry, Maria

Adebahr, told reporters that Germany hoped Tunisia
would return “as soon as possible to constitutional
order”. “Democracy has taken roots in Tunisia since
2011”, Adebahr said, referring to the year of the popular

revolution that toppled dictator Zine El Abidine Ben Ali.
Germany was “very worried” she said, adding however:
“We don’t want to speak of a coup d’etat”.

“It is important to return to constitutional order as
quickly as possible,” Adebahr said. “We will certainly try
to discuss (the situation) with the Tunisian ambassador in
Berlin, and our ambassador in Tunis is ready to engage in
discussions.”

Russia 
Kremlin spokesman Dmitri Peskov, in brief comments,

said Russia was monitoring developments in Tunisia. “We
hope that nothing will threaten the stability and security
of the people of that country,” he told reporters at a daily
phone briefing. —AFP

TUNIS: A supporter of the country’s Islamist Ennahda par-
ty is injured by a stone thrown at him during a protest
outside the parliament building in the capital Tunis yes-
terday, following a move by the president to suspend the
north African country’s parliament and dismiss the Prime
Minister. —AFP

China reports 
76 virus cases
BEIJING: China reported 76 new coronavirus cases
yesterday, the highest daily rise since January, includ-
ing 40 domestic transmissions prompting authorities to
test millions in eastern Jiangsu province. Beijing has a
zero-risk approach to the virus, which emerged in the
central Chinese city of Wuhan in late 2019. It locks
down cities and performs mass testing whenever small
clusters appear.

“Of the 40 domestic cases, 39 were from Jiangsu

province and one from Liaoning,” the national health
commission said in a statement Monday, adding there
had been no new deaths. Tens of thousands of people
are under lockdown in Jiangsu’s provincial capital
Nanjing as authorities test the city’s 9.2 million resi-
dents for a second time after an outbreak linked to its
airport last week.

“Health officials have found 57 positive cases after
testing all residents in Nanjing during the first round,”
the local government said in a statement Sunday.
Contact tracing also found five people who travelled
through Nanjing airport and tested positive after arriv-
ing in neighbouring Anhui and three other provinces,
sparking fears that the cluster could lead to a fresh
nationwide outbreak. —AFP


